We study a classical problem in online scheduling. A sequence of jobs must be scheduled on m identical parallel machines. As each job arrives, its processing time is known. The goal is to minimize the makespan. Bartal, Fiat, Karloff and Vohra [3] gave a deterministic online algorithm that is 1.986-competitive.~arger, Phillips and Torng [11] generalized the algorithm and proved an upper bound of 1.945. The best lower bound currently known on the competitive ratio that can be achieved by deterministic online algorithms it equal to 1.837. In this paper we present an improved deterministic online scheduling algorithm that is 1.923-competitive, for all m~2. The algorithm is based on a new scheduling strategy, i.e., it is not a generalization of the approach by Bartal et al. Also, the algorithm has a simple structure.
Introduction
We study a classical problem in online scheduling. A sequence of jobs must be scheduled on m identical parallel machines.
Whenever a job arrives, its processing time is known in advance, and the job must be scheduled immediately on one of the machines, without knowledge of any future jobs. Preemption of jobs is not allowed. The goal is to minimize the rnakespan, i.e., the completion time of the last job that finishes.
Algorithms for this scheduling problem are used in multiprocessor scheduling. Moreover, the problem is important because it is the root of many problem variants where, for instance, preemption is allowed, precedence constraints exist among jobs, or machines run at qMax-Planck-Institut fur Informatik, Im Stadtwald, 66123 Saarbriicken, Germany. E-mail: albers@mpi-sb.mpg.de different speeds. The problem was first investigated by Graham [10] . In fact, Graham studied the ofline version of the problem, when all jobs are known in advance. The problem of computing an optimal offline schedule for a given job sequence in NP-hard [9] . Graham gave a fast scheduling heuristic that achieves a good approximation ratio. He developed the well-known List algorithm that takes the given jobs one by one and always schedules them on the least loaded machine.
Clearly, List is also an online algorithm.
Following [13] , we call a deterministic online scheduling algorithm A c-competitive if, for all job sequences u= Jl, J2, . . ..Jn.
A(a)~c . OPT(cr),
where A(a) is the makespan of the schedule produced by A and OPT(O) is the makespan of an optimal schedule for u.
Graham's List algorithm is (2 -~)-competitive. Galambos and Woeginger presented an algorithm that i$ (~-~-c~)-competitive, where cm > 0, but cm tends to O as m goes to infinity. It was unknown for a long time whether there is an algorithm that achieves a competitive ratio of c, c < 2, for general m. Bartal, Fiat, Karloff and Vohra [3] then gave an algorithm that is 1.986-competitive, for all m~70. Karger, Phillips and Torng [11] generalized the algorithm and proved a competitive ratio of 1.945, for all m. This has been the best upper bound known so far for general m. For the special case m = 4, Chen, van Vliet and Woeginger [6] developed an algorithm that is 1.733-competitive. With respect to lower bounds, Faigle, Kern and Turan [7] showed that no deterministic online algorithm can have a competitive ratio smaller than (2 -~) for m = 2 and m = 3. Thus, for these values of m, List is optimal. Faigle et al. [7] also proved that no deterministic online algorithm can be better than 1.707-competitive, for any m~4. The best lower bound known so far for general m is due to Bartal, Karloff and Rabani [4] who showed that no deterministic online algorithm can have a competitive ratio smaller than 1.837, for m~3454. For more work on related online scheduling problems see, for instance, [1, 2, 5, 12, 14] .
In this paper we present an improved deterministic online algorithm for the scheduling problem defined above.
The algorithm is 1.923-competitive, for all in > ?. {)ur algorithm is based 011a ne!v scheduling -strategy, i.e.. it is not a generalization of the approach by Bartal tt al. [3] . Iloreover, thealgorithmha sasimple structure. At any time, the algorithm maintains a set S1 of [%] machines with a low load and a set Sj of [:1 machines with a high load. Every job is either scheduled on the least loaded machine in S1 or on the least loaded machine inS2. Thedecision, which of the two machines to choose, depends on the ratio of the load onmachinesin S1 tot heloadonmachinesin S2.
.4 description of thealgorithr nisgiven in Section 2. A detailed analysis follows infection 3. We also develop abetter lower bound for online scheduling. In Section 4
we show that if a deterministic online scheduling algorithm is c-competitive for all m z 80, then c 2 1.852.
The new scheduling algorithm
For the description of the algorithm we need some definitions. Let the load of a machine be the sum of the processing times of the jobs already assigned to it. At any time, the algorithm maintains a list of the machines sorted in non-decreasing order by current load. Let M:
denote the machine with the k-th smallest load, 1k < m, after exactly t jobs have been scheduled. In particular, A4; is the machine with the smallest load and ML is the machine with the largest load. We denote by J; the load of machine IW;, 1~i~m. Note that the load 1: of the most loaded machine is always equal to the current makespan.
As previous algorithms [3, 11] , our new scheduling strategy tries to prevent schedules in which the load on all machines is about the same. If all machines have the same load, with all previous jobs being very small, an adversary can present an additional large job and force a competitive ratio of (2 -~). This is the worst-case scenario for List.
Our new algorithm, called M2, always tries to maintain i machines with a low load and m -i machine with a highload,where i = 1~~. The goal is to always have a schedule in which the total load LI on the z' lightly loaded machines is at most a times the total load Lh on the m -i heavily loaded machines, for some a to be specified later. A schedule satisfying L1 < @Lh is always prepared to handle a large incoming job and can easily maintain a competitive ratio of c, where c is 1.923. Algorithm M2 always schedules a new job Jt with processing time p~on the least loaded machine as long as L{~crLh is satisfied after the assignment. Note that during this assignment, the load L1 on the lightly loaded machines does not necessarily increase by p~be-cause the least loaded machine might become one of the machines M;, i < j s m. If an assignment of Jt to the least loaded machine results in L1 > crLh, then M2 considers scheduling J~on the machine with the (i + 1)-st smallest load. However, if this assignment increases the makefipan and I he nelv lllakespau exceeds c.(L/+Lh )/m, then Jt is final]y xhedu]ecl on the least loaded machine, ignoring the violation of L1 s olk. Note that .L1+ Lĩ s the sum of the processing times of all jobs that have arrived so far, and thus (11 + Lh )/m is a lower bound on the optimum makespan. Before analyzing the algorithm in the next section, we discuss the choice of cr. First observe that O < a < 1, for m~2. The inequality O < cr holds because c -1> 1/2 and i > j; thus (c -l)i -j/2 >0. Inequality cr <1 holds because (c -l)i~(c -l)(m -i) and j/2! >0. In fact, for even m, a = 'c-~:-~'m % 0.686 and, for odd m, a tends to this value as m goes to infinity. Always setting a = 0.686 in the algorithm M2 asymptotically results in the same competitive ratio of 1.923. Choosing a =~~~~~~~~',~has two advantages.
(1) We can prove a competitiveness of 1.923 for even small m. (2) In the analysis we can do symbolic calculations where a fixed a = 0.686 would require numeric calculations.
3

Analysis of the algorithm
We present a detailed proof of Theorem 1. The analysis presented by Graham [10] for the List algorithm, combined with the observation that algorithm M2 only schedules a job on the machine with the (i + 1)-st smallest load if the resulting rnakespan does not exceed 1.923 times the optimum makespan, shows that M2 is c-competitive, where c = max{ (2 -~). Thus we concentrate on the case that during the assignment of Jt, the rnakespan increases and exceeds c~. Here we use the fact that maxi< ,zt p, is also lower bound on the optimum makespan.--In the remainder of this proof we will study the situation that the load on the least loaded machine is greater than (c -1)$, i. In the following, when refering to machines M;, . . . . MA, we will often drop s when the meaning is clear.
Lemma
1 At time t -1, i.e. immediately before Jt is scheduled, M2's schedule is not balanced.
Proofi
Immediately before Jt is scheduled, the total load on the machines Ml,..., Mi is at least
If .II.J"s sclledul? fva.~balanced. t hell t lIe total load on machine> .tI, +I. . . . .U,,, Jvou]d tw at least~Z/. 'Ihu5 the total load before the assignment of ,lt \vould be at least
We have a contradiction. ..<tm=l-l.
Of particular interest to us will be the time t~-ljj when exactly m-Lj] machines were full. Let t', t~-lj] < t'< t -1,be the most recent time when M2's schedule was balanced. If M2's schedule was not balanced during the time interval [tm_ ljJ, t -1], then let t' = %-ljj. Let .f be the number of machines that are full at time t'. Our goal is to show that at time t', the total load on the non-full machines Ml,. . . . M~-f in 114.i!'sschedule is at most (c -1.5)(m -f)~. We will show this using the following lemmas. Let We will show by induction on k that for k = f,. . . . m,
where @ is a non-negative potential that we will define in a moment. Using the inequality Lt~-@t~> Z~, we will then prove L > Z~+l.
We first explain the purpose of the potential. We want to show that during the time interval (t', t -1], every time another machine becomes full, a job J with a large processing time p must be scheduled. Since M2's schedule is not balanced, M2 would prefer to assign J to machine Mi+ 1. However, this is impossible because p is too large, and thus Ml? has to schedule J on the least loaded machine, causing another machine to become full. In some cases, when Mi+l has a high load, we will not be able to argue that J's processing time is greater than a certain value. In these cases we will pay some "missing processing time" out of the potential. This way we can ensure that J's amortized processing time is greater than the desired value. J's amortized processing time is the actual processing time plus the change in potential.
Formally, the potential @ is defined as follows. At time t', we color some of the load in M!>s schedule.
More precisely, on each of the machines Ml,. ... Ma+,n-~we color the load that is above level (c -1)~. We can imagine that we draw a horizontal line at level (c -1)~across M2's schedule and color t he load on machines Ml, . . . . Mi+~_j that is above this line. Note that this way, a job might be partially colored. During time interval (t', t], the colored load is updated as follows.
Whenever M,%? schedules a job that causes one more machine to become full, we choose the least loaded machine with colored load among Mi+l, . . . . M,n and remove the color from its load.
Whenever a job is assigned to a machine with colored load, we color that job. 
(1~)
Whenever M2 schedules a job that causes one more machine to become full, there is a machine in {M,+,,..., Mm} with colored load.
If a machine has colored load, then all its load above level (c -1)~is colored. (13) is immediate from (12) . Invariant, (14) holds because initially, at time t', we color load on the i lightly loaded machines that are full and these machines remain in the set of lightly loaded machines during (t', t -1].
Base of the induction.
In order to prove inequality (1) for k =~, we have to evaluate Ltl, the total load on the m machines at time t'. We will show that
This implies that inequality (1) holds for k = f because between time t' and time tf the number of full machines remains the same and whenever the load on the m machines increases by p, the potential increases by at most We have to show that
holds for every f E {m-[jJ, . . . . m}. We define functions g(z) = *(t-m+ ljj)(l+~~)
h(x) = :((1 -;)-@-~+l~J) -1). Also, h(z) = :((1 -;)-"""n' -1) is decreasing in m and evaluates to less than 0.34L for all m~4. The proof of inequality (5) Let L,, -1 be the total load on the m machines at time Sk -1 and let 1 = 1~$~1 be the load on machine Consider the change in potential during the assignment of J$~. Update rule 1 and invariants (11)- (13) imply that the potential drops by at least d+.
Obviously, g(m -[jJ ) = h(rn -[j]). We will show that g(m + j -Ljj) > h(m + j -[jJ). Since g(x) is
nl-(cl+ f5)+)/(1-:)+15+ > (;z&l+@ã
The second inequality follows because of the induction hypothesis.
The third inequality holds because at time SK-1, there is at least one machine in {Mi+l, . . . . Mm} with colored load, i.e., @~~_l~6*. Thus,
The induction step is complete because during time interval (Sk, t~] the inequality is maintained.
We finally have to prove L > Zm+l.
Our inductive proof shows Lt_l -@t_l > Zn,. Job Jt is scheduled on the least. loaded machine and by assunlption 11 + pt > '(~'~+p'~, where 11 = (c -1 + c): is the load of the least loaded machine at time t -1, i.e., immediately before Jt is scheduled. Recall that at time t we remove the color from the load in M2's schedule. Invariant (14) implies that the potential at time t must decrease by at least f~. ('alculatious ideutical to that in the inductive step show inequality (6). u
Ile summarize again the results of Lemmas ? and 3.
Lemma 4 ,4t time t', the tok61 ioad on the non-f(6// machines Ml, . . . . M,n-f is at most (c -1.5)(m -f);.
3.2.2
Tracing the assignment of large jobs
We now identify jobs with a processing time of at least (~+6)%.
Lemma 5 The total load on the machines JIa-m+f+l, . . . . .M1 is at most (c -l.!j)(rn -f):.
Proof
Part a) At time tf,t-i, m -i machines are full. .&t time t',f machines are full, where f~m - [j] . Consider the f -m + i steps in (t~_i, t'] at which the number of full machines increases. Since at least mi machines are full, the number of full machines can only increase if a job is scheduled on the least loaded machine. By Lemma 4, at time t', the total load on the m -f least loaded machines is at most (c -1.5)(7n -f)~. This implies that at time t', the load on the least, loaded machine is at most (c -1.5)~. Thus, at any of the j -m + i steps in (t~-i, t'] at which the number of full machines increases, the load on the least loaded machine is at most (c -1.5)~. Hence jobs of size at least (c-1 + c)+ -(c-1.5)* = (~+c)~are introduced.
Part b) The machine with the (f -m + i + 1)-st smallest load at time t,n-.i becomes the least loaded machine no later than time t', when f machines are full. Thus, if at time t~_i, machine .llf _~+i+ 1 (or any nlachine fk'fkwith k < f -m. + i) had a load greater than (c -1.5)~, then the load of the least loaded machine at time t' would be greater than (c -1.5)+. Lemma 4 implies that this is impossible. Similarly, if at time t~_i, machines J4i-~+f+ll . . . . Mi had a total load of at least (c-1.5)( m-f )+, then the total load on fill, . . . . MnZ_f at time t' would be at, least (c -1..5)(m -f)~. Again, Lemma 4 gives the desired statement. We now consider the time tnl_i _ Ljjwhen exactly mi -Lj] machines are full. Let t", tn,_i _ LjJ< t" < i!r)l_i, be the earliest point of time at which the machine with the (i+ 1)-st. smallest load haa a load greater than (c-1.5)+.
Lemma
7 During the time interval (t", tm_i], every job is scheduled on the least loaded machine. --(?n-i)(c -1)+-++.
We show that at time s, the total load on the lightly loaded machines is at most CYtimes the load on the heavily loaded machines. This holds if II <~~h, i.e., if i(c-1.5)* < /:;;/;L'; Hm -~)(c -1)* -J-H)j which is equivalent to
This in turn holds if
The left-hand side is at most 0.245m2, and the righthand side is~m2 for even m at and least 0.246m2 for odd m~9. Thus, at time s, .W12'sschedule is balanced. Now consider job J,+l scheduled at time s + 1. Let 1; be the load on the least loaded machine at time s. We have l; < (c -1.5):. -~~, the calculations of the preceding paragraph show that M?'s schedule must be balanced after the assignment.
Suppose that J.+l has a processing time p,+l > p and that scheduling Js+ 1 on the least loaded machine results in a load of i(c -1.5)* + d% on machines .M1, . . . . Jfi, for some 6>0.
This implies that at time s + 1, the load on any of the machines Mi+l , . . ., M~+[jJ must be at least (c -1 + J)~. Jt'ith the above definitions of 11 and~h, we conclude that after the assignment of J,+ 1 to the least loaded machine, the total load -on.$fl, ..., Mi is at most, L1 + J~and the total load on 
Proof
If t" > tm_i_ljl. then the lemma follows from the definition of t". We show that t" cannot be equal If t" = t,,, -;_lJj+ th~tl there are Ljj steps in (i", tn, -i] at which the number of full machines increases. By Lemma 7, at all these steps. the jobs are assigned to the least loaded machine. Thus at time t", the load of machine Mi+l cannot be greater than the load of machine Mi _ Ljj+l at time t~,-i. This means that ,Vfi+l has a load of at most (c -1.5)~at time t", contradicting the choice of t". u By the discussion immediately preceding Section 3.2, the proof of Theorem 1 is complete.
4
The lower bound
We develop an improved lower bound for deterministic scheduling algorithms. The job sequence consists of several rounds. We assume that m is a multiple of 40. Note that in the third round, m + 1 jobs have to be scheduled.
In the following, when analyzing the various subrounds, we will often compare the rnakespan produced by an online algorithm A in a subround to the optimum makespan at the end of the subround.
It is clear that the optimum rnakespan during the subround can only be smaller.
Analysis of Round 1: Clearly, in order to maintain 1.fi52-competitiveness, online algorithm .-l must schedule the m jobs in Subround 1.1 on different machines. Also, A must schedule the m jobs in Subround 1.2 on different machines. Otherwise. .4's makespan would be at least .C1+2z2 = 0.13. Since the optimum ma.kespan during the subround is always at most .r 1 + X2 = 0.07 and > 1.857, A would not be 1.8.52-competitive. At the end of the first round, A has a load of/1 = Zl+.cz = 0.07 on each of its machines.
.4ndysis of Round 2 At the end of Subround 2.1, the optimum makespan is at most .C2 + yl = 0.342. On each of~n~machines, OPT schedules an x2-job and a yl-job.
The remaining~m machines have an r2-job and 20 jobs of size .rI. If .4 does not schedule the jobs in Subround 2.1 on different machines, then its makespan is at least .C1+Z2 +?yl = 0.634> 1.8.53 (.cz+ yl). The optimum makespan after Subround 2.2 is yl + lr2 = 0.402. In an optimal schedule, &m machines have a yz-job,~m machines have a yl-job and two .z2-jobs.
The remaining machines have a yl-job and at most, three xl-jobs. Online algorithm .4 must schedule the jobs of Subround 2.2 on different, machines and these machines may not contain any yl-job since otherwise A's ma.kespan is at least xl+.z2+y1 +W2 = 0.75? > 1.87(y1+ ZZ2 ). .At the end of Round 2, the least loaded machine in A's schedule has a load of 12 = .rl + .r2 + yl = 0.352.
Analysis of Round ,? Subround 3.1; After Subround 3.1, the optimum makespan is yl + y2 = 0.682. In an optimal schedule,~m machines contain a yl and a y2. $ m machines contain a Z1, two x 1 and two .C2. $ m machines contain two yl. Algorithm .4 must schedule all Other\vise its maliespan f~ould he at least 1~+ !:I = 1.3.52> l.!)tl({y[ + y~).
.Subround ,5.A At the end of the subround, the optimum makespan is gl + ;1 = 0.782. In OPT's schedule,~m machines have a gl and a :1.~772machines have a yl and a yz.~m machines have two gl. three xl and three X2.~m machines have a J2 and some of them have two additional ir.l and .zZ. Algorithm A must, schedule each zz-job on a machine not containing any :1 or z~. Otherwise its makespan would be at least 12+ ZI + ;Z = 1.452, which is greater than 1.856(Y1 + =1).
,$ubrozmd ,3.3 The optimum makespan after the subround is 3y1 = 0.846. In an optimal schedule~m machines have a gl, a :1 and an X2.~m machines have a :2, two X2 and four xl. &m machines have a 23. &m machines three YI.~m machines two y2. As before, A may not, schedule any~3-job on a machine containing a Z1, a 22 or a 23 because this would result in a makespan of at least 12 + ;1 + :3 = 1.57> 1.855 (3y1).
.$ubround $.4: The optimum makespan is y2 + ;I = 0.9. In OPT's schedule, all the z-jobs are scheduled on different machines.~m machines having a :1 also contain a g2. (~-~)m machines containing a :1 also have a yl, an Xz and up to three x 1. The~m machines having a ;2 also have a yl. Machines having a Z3 also have three X2. Machines having a :4 also have an X2. At this point, OPT is left with~m machines on which it has to schedule~m jobs with a processing time of X2 and~?n jobs with a processing time of yl. This can be done by scheduling (a)~m machines with ten X2 and one yz each and (b) &m machines with three yl. As usual, A may not schedule a :A-job on a machine having already any ;-job; otherwise its makespan is at least 12 + JI + 24 = 1.692= 1.88(y2 + ;I).
Sub round 3.$ The online algorithm A must schedule one of the z5-jobs on a machines already containing another s-job, because a total of m + 1 jobs have to be scheduled in Round 3. This gives a makespan of at least xl + .22+ gl + :1 + 25 = 1.852. We will show that OPT can schedule all the jobs with a makespan of 1 if m.~80. An optimal schedule is as follows.~m machines have a :5.~m. machines have two Z1.~m machines have a :4, two .C1 and two X2. &m machines have a J3 and a yl.~nz machines have a ZZ, one YI, two x 1 and one Zz. m machines have a :2 and a yi.~m machines have three yl, two x 1 and two .X2. OPT has &m machines left on which it has to schedule one :5 and~m jobs of size Z2. This can be done if at least two machines are left, i.e. if m~80. OPT can use one machine for the zs-job and the remaining machines for the xj-jobs. In such an algorithm, the ratio of the load on the i-th smallest machine to the load on the ( i + 1)-st smallest machine has to be bounded by some~i, 1 < i < m -1.
The problem is to specify ai's and a proper scheduling rule that is able to maintain these values. A first. step in this direction is to maintain three set S1, S2 and S3 of m/J3 machines with a low, medium and high load, respectively. More generally, with respect to the scheduling problem studied here, a fundamental open problem is to develop randomized online algorithms that achieve a competitive ratio smaller than the deterministic lower bound, for all m.
